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Dave: Well, good afternoon everybody, it’s Dave Clark. I’m a senior business and leadership coach with Excelleum
Coaching and Consulting, and I'm very happy to have everybody on the call with us today. So, we want to move right into
some great questions, so we can get some great answers. So for those folks that just joined the call – if you’ve got a great
question, feel free to just let me know, and let’s get started. So Laurie, Dan, Maria, anybody want to start out?
Laurie: Actually I was calling in to listen to other people's questions, because I'm quite new.
Dave: Okay, that’s not a problem.
Laurie: Yeah, I really don’t have anything off the top of my head today. I just wanted to hear what other people were going
through, what issues they might be having.
Dave: Perfect. Well, we’re glad to have you on the call. Thank you for joining us.
Laurie: Thank you.
Dave: So I just heard somebody else join in. Would you like to tell us who you are?
Stacy: This is Stacy.
Dave: Hello Stacy. How are you doing today?
Stacy: I'm okay, how are you doing?
Dave: I'm doing very well, thanks. So we have Laurie, Dan, Maria and Stacy. Has anybody else joined us? Okay, great.
Well, Stacy, you always have great questions. Do you have something today for us to discuss?
Stacy: Sure. So, just trying to revise my listing conversations. Of course I listened to the Listing Language 2.0; I probably
need to go listen to it about 3,000 more times, but… When you’re saying to them when they are not wanting to pay the
commission – really not wanting to pay anything these day – but when they don’t want to pay your commission fee, I know
that it’s taught to go back to them and say…
Let me show you what I'm going to be doing for you.
And I know we all say we’re going to hire the professional photographer, we’re going to do this, we’re going to do that. I
just really want to know a solid list of things that are going to be the candy that they really want, because I might do this or
that and maybe they don’t even care about that. And I know every person’s different, but what’s the stuff that gets people to
say, “Wow, you do all that?” I want to just know what other people do. What should we be saying that’s really going to get
them to say, “Wow, I see that you are bringing value”?
Dave: Well, that’s a great question. So does anybody else want to weigh in on this before I do? Okay.
Dan: Not me.
Dave: So, one of the things that we have to consider is, why are they asking the question? And often times we assume that
it’s going to make or break us in the deal, but often times they're just asking, because they don't know if we negotiate. So,
one of the things that we can say is that… First of all ask them the question…
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So why are you asking me the question?
And then they just say…
We don’t know. This is the first time we’ve done this. Somebody told us to negotiate.
That gives you an idea of where they are mentally in the process. I think sometimes we jump to conclusions and we often
offer to reduce a commission way too quickly, and we don't need to. And keep this in mind – every time we reduce a
commission, we shorten our income at the end of the year. And if we do it a lot, it's a lot of money. So let's focus really hard
on the objection-handling.
So back to your question, Stacy – how do we really answer this? So, often times the question is really about an objection that
they may have or a misunderstanding that they may have about what you do. So you can circle back, again, and say…
So you’ve asked this question, so perhaps there's something I've missed in my explanation of what I'm going to do to
service your listing. Is there anything that you have a concern about?
What we want to try to do is to minimize the objection, handle the objection, and therefore minimize the commission
question. Does that make sense?
Stacy: Mm-hmm.
Dave: Okay. Now one of the other ways that I’ve heard, and just this week one of my clients stopped one of these questions
by saying…
You have to think about it this way – you are in full control of this transaction, from start to finish. And we are only
at the beginning; we have not even got a sale. We can always negotiate later, but let's not destroy our biggest
marketing impact right upfront, which is to be able to offer a great commission to that person that's going to end up
selling your property for you.
What they’re really saying is…
Do we want to cut the commission upfront and cause other agents not to show our property possibly, or for us to not
be able to provide the highest level of service that we want to provide?
So, we can go that direction and minimize it, because then it puts it off until closing, and often times then it’s no longer an
objection, because they’re very happy that you got the property sold. Does that help?
Stacy: Yes, but in this particular case they want to do 4% and have the listing agent get 1% and the buyer’s agent get 3%.
Dave: That’s a tough one. But again, we’ve got to find out why they’re asking the question. Is it because they don't feel they
need all of the service that you provide? Is it because somebody else is offering that to them? And I guess you have to make
the decision when you go in, are you willing to do that or not? I had another client just this week that said she was asked the
question about cutting commission. The sellers were sitting across the table, and she said…
Well, because of everything that I do and everything that I’ve discussed with you already in my marketing plan, I’m
not able to cut my commission. But I certainly hope you’re able to find somebody that will do that for you.
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And she pushed back from the table, closed her book and stood up, and they said…
Wait, wait, wait. Wait a minute. No, we really like you. Sit back down, let's go ahead with it.
So often times it’s body language, it's the way you resell your position, find the true objection and overcome it, and then
close again for the listing. So Stacy, tell me about in the listing presentation that you were on, how did you present your
plan?
Stacy: Well, I have a plan that I go over just everything that we do, as far as where we market, how we market, that we have
a professional stager that we offer at our cost to a certain point, we have a professional photographer. Again, that’s what I
started the question with – what else can I possibly say that’s going to make them see the value of all these things that I do?
Because they don't care about all that. I mean they want all that, but they just don’t want to pay for it. They don’t respect
your time. And there are too many companies in the area that are just doing anything to get the sign in the yard. They’ll do
anything; they’ll take nothing to get the listing.
Dave: Well, we can go back to your point. And this is an excellent point, by the way. Often times they don’t care what it
costs us, they don’t care if we end up cutting something out of the marketing, with the staging or whatever it might be. And
so, it really can be a little bit more difficult, especially if you have discount broker that's offering just to throw it into
Multiple. So again, we've got to be prepared for those objections when we walk in the door. And we can only resell our
marketing campaigns and the things that we pay for, and perhaps even the explanation that…
I know you're looking at this amount of money, but we don't receive all of that money. We have marketing costs,
we share with our brokers, and so forth. So, I don’t have all of that money to give to you anyway.
Stacy: It’s not all coming to me, I explain that. So I'm thinking maybe I need to make my marketing, what I'm doing for
them, sound better, and that’s really my ultimate question. Maybe if other people can share, or maybe you have some ideas,
about what else we’re seeing that people are grasping towards? What do they to hear? I mean, is what I'm doing not fancy
and fun enough for them? What else do they want? (Laughing.)
Dave: Well, give yourself some credit here too, because if you take a look at your conversion rate, as I recall you have a
pretty good conversion rate on listings. So every once in a while you may come up against a hard case like this, where it is
just absolutely about the money. And then it becomes…
Look, if you don’t perceive the value of these things, what do you perceive the value in? Is it my negotiation skills?
Is it the brand name? Is it the marketing campaign? Is it the online presence? What is it that really makes a
difference to you? And by the way, what is it you can do without?
And let them start to tell you what they want to cut out of the campaign. And if that happens, then you can say…
Okay. Well, really what you’ve left me with is a very short marketing campaign, and that means that it’s very
probable that your home will stay on the market. So, tell me again about what the end of this transaction looks like?
When do you need to be out of your home and into your new home?
And so we put it back on them, and talk to them a little bit about the timing, what's important to them, refocus on their
ultimate goal, which is to be out of that home and into their new one, and in what timeframe. And so, if we have to cut things
out of our marketing plan, then often times that may potentially extend the time on market. Is that what we really want to do?
Now the other thing to think about too is, what are you doing that’s unique? We all have certain things that we offer in our
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marketing package. We can all put Facebook ads in, we all do open houses, we all knock the doors of the neighborhood, we
have certain things that we all can do. What is it that you do that’s unique? Is there anything that you can think of that you
do that nobody else does?
Stacy: I do think it’s unique, because people around my area don’t do all those things. We think it’s just like everybody else,
but people don’t do that. They literally stick a sign in the yard and they don't do anything. They work a dual career, they
don't do anything. They’re not even available to talk during the day. But I pride myself on my communication skills; I say…
You’re going to hear from me every week by phone, you’re going to hear from me after every showing on an email
about what happened, feedback, that kind of thing. I’m going to keep you posted.
Because the minute it goes on the market, they’re like, “Did anyone call yet?” They want to know. They act like…
Oh, you don't need to call me five times a week.
But the minute it goes on the market and they think that someone might want to see it, they want to know immediately what
their feedback is. So I say upfront that I’m a great communicator, that…
I’m going to be in touch with you on a regular basis. I call everybody on this day of the week, and I'll be giving you
updates as showings occur and I get feedback.
And I know that that's something of value to people. The other people that get feedback that I have worked for say that was
something that made the transaction smooth and they were kept abreast the whole time, and they never were worried because
I was already on top of things, and bringing it up before they had a chance to wonder or worry or feel like they were just
waiting around lost. I was always letting them know, “This is what's going to happen next”, and keeping them informed.
So I know that that’s something that I do well, in conjunction with a lot of other things, like the marketing campaigns and just
getting the listing in right. I don’t want to put anybody else down, but I show them sometimes – not every time – but I show
them a listing that’s a real listing, where they don’t even put the bedrooms in right, they don't put the square footage. I let
them know that I leave no stone unturned and I fill it out completely, make sure I have all the right comments, I have the
right phone numbers to call, the right way to access the property, have as many pictures as allowed, all those things – that I
do it right. I do all that upfront, so that we’ll have the best shot at Internet buyers, Internet shoppers, and then really selling it
to the other agents. The other agents look at it and if you put it in right and it represents what they’re looking for for their
client, then they’ll suggest it to their client and they’ll show it.
Dave: Well, it sounds like you do a tremendous amount. And are you talking this through with them, are you showing it in
print? How are you outlining this?
Stacy: I’ll take the names off and I’ll show a listing that isn’t entered in correctly, and show them what it should look like,
show them some of mine, bring them some of my marketing materials – my flyers that I use or my brochures that I use, that
type of thing.
Dave: Okay. Well, here again there’s a tremendous amount of value that we bring to this, but if they don’t perceive the
value, then we really have to go back to just what their motivation is. And again, I think we find out when we ask the
question. When they say, “Will you reduce your commission?”, just ask them…
I’m curious, why do you ask? Because if I were you, I might ask the same question.
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And let them tell you why it is that they want to reduce the commission. And again, often times let's be sure that we're not
just assuming that they have to reduce it or we don't get the listing, because sometimes they are just asking. And so then you
might say something along the lines of…
When you think about it, I’m sure you realize that commission is really a powerful marketing tool.
And this is where I'm going with making sure that they see that everybody's going to make some money on this transaction,
or nobody's going to show the property. And of course in your case he's saying…
Look, put it on for 3% on the buy side and you take 1%.
Doesn't give you enough to work with, right? So that’s where you have to, I guess, decide at that point if that is absolutely
their main objections and they won’t come off of it, you have to draw a line in the sand for yourself. Are you willing to do
that? And if not, then you may need to decline the listing. That's why I was sharing that idea that one of my clients did this
week, where she just pushed back from the table, closed her notebook and said…
Well, I hope you can find somebody that will do this for you.
Now keep in mind, she spent a lot of time building rapport. She used Listing Language 2.0 as the format for spending a great
deal of time with them and building up a strong rapport. So, when it came down to her pushing back, now all of a sudden
they couldn't have the agent that they wanted, and so they backed off. But I think we all have to make a decision, at what
point will we turn a listing down?
Stacy: Right.
Dave: After we’ve done everything – after we've handled every objection, after we’ve gone back and said…
The commission is key to marketing, it's a big part of our marketing. And by the way, you guys are the ones that
write the check, and we're not writing a check tonight. We’re not going to write a check until closing. So let's get
the closing and talk about it. Everything’s negotiable, as you know, right up to closing.
And push it back, so that you can get the contract tonight and get started on it. But again, if they insist, then it’s your call
whether you want to take that listing or not. And then there are other factors – is it at the price you want? Will it sell
quickly? Are you selling them something else? There are a lot of factors involved. But every time we cut a commission, we
just drop that income for ourselves, and so it behooves us to get incredibly good at overcoming those objections, so that does
not happen to us more often than it should. Does that make sense?
Stacy: Yes.
Dave: Okay.
Maria: May I make a suggestion?
Dave: Yes, of course.
Maria: Okay, a quick question for… I'm sorry, I forgot your name.
Stacy: Stacy.
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Dave: Stacy, and I’m Dave Clark.
Maria: Stacy, okay. I’m Maria. When you do the presentation, do you have a list of all the things that you… A list with
bullets, “This is all I'm going to do for you.”
Stacy: Yes.
Maria: You do. With bullets? Okay. Because that happens to me with ______ sales and cutting commission guys. “This is
what I’m offering you for 3%”, or whatever the commission is, and “What of this do you want me to not do for you?” And
that’s the only way I will lower my commission. There are a lot of working bolts, and it’s money. It’s costing me money.
So I can perceive that the seller is unrealistic, I just move on to the next one. I don’t waste my time with sellers that are
unreasonable, because I know when they’re with that agent – the cut-commission agent – they’re not going to sell, because
like you said, they’re just going to put a sign on the lawn, put them in MLS, and that’s it.
That house is going to expire, probably the pictures are going to be awful. So when it’s time, I ______ because I had them
before. I have a few Expireds that I went in an interview with the seller, and they decided to go with the cheapo, and at the
end I get the listing, and I sold them. You have to be strong and firm. Be confident. When you do your presentation, be
confident. Confident that…
This is the best that I can offer. My service is excellent, my follow-up is awesome. What else can I do for you?
But it’s all in their seller’s motivation.
Dave: Thank you, Maria. Good points, very good points. And I would suggest that all of you go back into the script book
and take a look on page 23, because everything we’ve discussed today is right there for you. And practice these objections,
make sure that you're skilled with them before you go in, so when the question comes up – to Maria's point – you're
confident, your script is right on, you’ve shared the value proposition with them, and overcome those objections right
upfront. That's going to help you.
The second thing – and Stacy, you've done this, although it sounds like you need to – like you said – another 3,000 through
Listing Language 2.0. Listing Language 2.0 – if you haven’t listened to it, you must, because it is a very unique way of
building rapport. And the stronger the rapport, the stronger the relationship is through that process, the less likely you’re
going to have to deal with this commission objection.
That’s one of the things that we see as a great result of using that script. So again, page 23 in the script book. Debbie’s script
book will give you most of the objections and the way to handle them, and then again, Listing Language 2.0. Two critical
learning opportunities for you before you go on your next listing. Any other questions?
Dan: Yeah. Open house conversions – I’m trying to get people to basically… I’m being told move them towards booking
appointments, rather than just getting basic information. The issue I’m having with them is getting people to return calls,
getting people to pick up the phone, getting people to return text messages, getting people to return emails. My success rate
or conversion rate is just pathetic, it’s horrible. So I think I need to take the advice and move somehow into getting them to
some type of a buyer consultation or something, where they actually meet me in person.
Dave: That’s right. The ultimate goal is to get them to sit down with you and do your buyer consult, so that you can really
level set what it is they want. But we do have to get them to answer the phone first, and that can be difficult. Email is
difficult, however we do want to leave a paper trail with them because there are a lot of folks that spend a great deal of time
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on email, but we see people tending to move a little more towards texting.
And so, things to think about is, if you have had the opportunity to talk with them a little bit at the open house, what are the
features they’re looking for specifically? Is it the gourmet kitchen, is it the master suite? And one of the ways that we
successfully get them to reengage is to send them a text with a picture of one of the features that they've described to you. So
whether it's from the open house or another home that you know about – let's say for example somebody says…
I’m really looking for that gourmet kitchen, because we do a lot of entertaining. That's going to be an important
feature. And this open house really doesn't have the kitchen that we’re looking for, so we’ll keep looking.
Great, no problem. And if we know our market well enough, if you’ve previewed your properties and you really have an
intimate knowledge of what’s available, chances are you’re going to know of a home that may have that feature. But let’s
say we don’t. So after the open house we’ve got our hot list, we’ve made notes about what it is that these people want
specifically, and now we're going to go house hunting. We're going to go hunting that feature.
So, we may need to do a little bit of a search to find a home with that gourmet kitchen. Once we find it, let's consider taking
a look at that home, perhaps getting a picture of that gourmet kitchen, and texting it to them. And what we might say in the
text – because we want to be short and sweet – what we might say is…
Dan, may have found the perfect home for you. See the picture attached of the beautiful gourmet kitchen. This
home won't last long. Can show it to you tonight at 5:00, or would 7:00 be better?
Dan: The problem is also I’m having a hard time getting people to actually make contact with my lenders as well. My
lenders are making the phone calls, and following up and following up and following up, and running across the same
problems I'm having, is getting returned calls and so forth. It's just really, really frustrating right now.
Dave: Well, you’ve got to get them first. And again, the reason that we talk about features is because that’s what they are
really looking for. It’s almost like the rest of the house is fine, but “I’ve got to have this.” And that’s what they’re looking
for. Once you’ve put it in front of them, then you have the opportunity to talk with them. Now we get them to the buyer
consult, and that's when we set them up with our lender. And whether we have our lender on the phone or our lender in the
meeting, we make that connection for them. And it's not about our lender calling them or them calling our lender; it’s you
picking up the phone, calling your lender and putting them on the phone with them during that buyer consult. Sometimes we
just have to lead them to the right decision, right?
Dan: Right.
Stacy: Kind of what you were just saying about text them a picture. So how about this: How about let’s say they came to the
house, maybe you got them to tell you that they liked something particular – maybe it was the kitchen, maybe it was the yard
– then go preview five houses that you think have what they want, and then tell them. Maybe send a picture or maybe just
tell them you found three and you were previewing today and you thought of them. And maybe just by that message, maybe
they’ll say they want to see the three you found. Because they don’t know which three you found.
Dave: Well, that’s good, and I think you can definitely try that, measure the results, and if it works – great. And you know
what I found? That if we get very specific, often times even clients that have gone dark – that are not returning calls even
after you’ve shown them some properties – can get reengaged once you show them what it is that they want. And also, think
about what I said in the message…
May have found the perfect home for you. Won’t last long on the market.
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Which is true in most all of our markets today, right?
Can show it to you tonight at 5:00 or at 7:00.
So we’re creating urgency and we’re giving them the opportunity to just say “Yes” basically – “Okay, let’s go at 5:00.”
Perfect home, not going to last long. There’s a picture of the kitchen. I can show it to you tonight at 5:00 or 7:00.
So we're walking them down this path and getting them to agree to see this home at a specific time. And again, that will take
people that aren’t returning calls, because they just aren’t seeing what they want. Not that they’re not motivated, but they just
haven’t seen what they want. And if you haven’t done the buyer consult fully, you may be showing them homes that they
really aren't interested in. And if that's the case, they may feel like you are not really listening to them or you don't have
access to the right properties, and so they're just going to hold off. So we've got to prove to them that we know our
inventory, and the only way we can do that is to preview properties.
So for example, Dan, if you’re in your buyer consult and you’ve asked them some great questions, which that's what the
buyer consult is about – asking great questions to find out what their true motivation is and what their desires are. Is it better
to be able to say…
Guys, I think I get exactly what you're looking for, and as a matter of fact I saw that home earlier when I was
previewing. And I can set that appointment up and show that to you tonight at 5:00 or at 7:00. Which would be
better?
Or you say…
I think I get what you’re saying. I have a pretty good idea of everything that you’re looking for. Let me go to
Multiple and see if I can find that property for you. And then I’ll call you when I do.
Which is a better approach?
Dan: What do you think about having a laptop at your open house? We can open it up and pull up the MLS and show them
listings on the MLS and see if they're interested in seeing those properties at that time.
Dave: I think that's fine, but I would rather you be able to talk from first-hand experience about a property that you’ve seen.
I think that would get them a little more interested. If you need to go to Multiple, that’s certainly fine. But again, is that
going to take them on a goose chase, or is that going to zero them in and find the right property for them? I think if you’re
just trying to keep them engaged and they're willing to do that, that's probably okay. But I think if you can get them to the
appointment, sit them down and do the full buyer consult, you're going to have a much better relationship with them going
forward. Does that make sense?
Dan: Yeah. Do you actually have anything that could be used at a buyer consult, as far as a format?
Dave: Yeah. On Elite Agents Online, in fact, Debbie has a webinar that talks about the buyer consult and the steps that we
need to take to go through that. So, if you go into Elite Agents, and in the search bar you need to put “buyer consult” in and
search for that – it should come right up for you. And if you have any trouble you can email me and I'll be glad to help you
find that. But she has a great program that takes you step-by-step who needs to be involved, great questions to ask, and so
forth. So, definitely step-by-step for you.
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Dan: Great, thank you.
Dave: You’re very welcome. Alright, any other questions? We’ve got a minute or two left here. Good stuff today, guys.
You’re really pushing the envelope here. Laurie, have you thought of anything?
Laurie: No, but it’s been really beneficial for me to listen in, because I haven’t even had a listing yet. It’s very hard to stand
out amongst the rest, and you really have to have the scripts down. And as I’m going through the booklets I just received last
week I’m realizing how important it is to keep researching it and practicing it out loud, and really having that confidence
behind what you’re saying because if you don’t have it, somebody else is going to step right in.
Dave: That's right, that’s exactly right. Find a role play partner and practice, practice, practice your scripts every day because
you don't want to be practicing on live, paying customers. Practice on each other, so that it becomes very natural. Same
thing with Listing Language 2.0 – that may be where you want to take your role play partner and actually go out into a
property, and take turns selling that property and practicing the steps, because with Listing Language it’s not just about the
script; it’s also about the steps and the actions that we take, starting right at the curb. And if you go through all of the actions
and you go through all of the scripting, you walk them right down to the contract.
So, make sure that you get that out – take a look at it, take a listen. There's a transcript as well as an audio, and there's also a
PowerPoint that Debbie did on Listing Language. So take your choice of which one you want to use, but make sure you
learn it and practice it before your next listing. That's some of the best advice I can give you today. Any other questions?
Maria: I have a question. This is Maria. The Listing Language you said that there is some PowerPoint presentation?
Dave: There’s a PowerPoint presentation for it in Elite Agents Online. If you just go into Elite Agents, you'll see under
“Training” it says “Listing Language 2.0” – click on that, and it opens up and it gives you the audio version, the PowerPoint
version and the transcript that you can download. And I suggest you download the transcript, so you can kind of follow
along, and then you can highlight that transcript, parts of the script, that you need some help with as you're listening in. But
listen to Debbie and Allan Dalton, go through that process – it’s really important. Stacy, would you agree with that, just in
the way they present it and talk it through?
Stacy: Yeah, it’s great. It’s like trying to get it just right. It’s just like I feel like an actor – you have to just study your lines.
Dave: You do. That’s a great one – you just study your lines.
Stacy: You’ve been saying it so long in your own way and trying to say it just doesn’t seem natural, to try to say it another
way. And it’s hard.
Dave: But with practice you can get there. And keep in mind – you don’t have to sound just like Debbie or Allan Dalton or
me. You need to sound like you. So you’re taking the script and you’re learning it, you’re internalizing it, making it your
own words. And the more you practice, the more it will flow and it will come straight from the heart. And that's when you
know you've got it dialed, and you start to see the results from it. Then it gets pretty exciting, and we see it every day.
Alright, guys? Thank you so much for being on the call today. My email, by the way, is dave@excelleum.com. If you have
some additional questions after we hang up today, please feel free to email me. If you have any difficulties in finding any of
our materials in Elite Agents, I'm more than happy to help you with that as well. So thank you all for joining today, and will
look forward to talking with you soon. Take care!
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